
Wren  Feathers
Summer Sew Along Week 2: 

The Friendship Quilt  



French fashion dolls obviously slept under the finest silks and lace money could buy.  Our American dolls slept 
under quilts!  Specifically, patchwork quilts made of scraps, often traded with friends.  This type of quilt, where
your friends would make a square or just embroider their name on fabric for you to piece in was called an 
album or friendship quilt.  Of course, it’s most authentic to embroider names by hand, but if you have an 
embroidery machine, or your sewing machine can embroider text, you can do this very quickly.  If you don’t, 
it’s even faster to write names with a fabric marker.  

My completed quilt is 15.5” x 19.5” 

You will need 
• 2 fat eighths each of pink, tan, brown (or one fat quarter of each color) 
• about ½ yard muslin or an additional fat quarter for backing 
• thin batting (optional)

The binding on the edge is 1.25” wide and you’ll need to cut just a bit over 2 yards to make sure you have 
enough.  I had enough left over of the tan fabric to use it as binding.

I strip-pieced my quilt for speed.  Using a rotary cutter and quilting ruler, I cut all strips and sashing to 1.5” 
wide.  Never heard of strip piecing?  Go google it, read about it on some sites by actual quilters (which I do 
not claim to be!) and watch a few demonstrations on youtube and then come back here.  :)  

If you’d prefer to do this the “authentic” way to create a scrappier look,  there are templates at the end so you 
can cut separate squares with scissors and piece each block on its own.



This quilt is a little more challenging than you’d imagine, due to the blocks being set on the bias.  There’s a bit 
of a tendency for them to stretch when sewed to the sashing, which is on the straight grain.  Scroll to the 
bottom for an easier project idea!

 
We’ll make 12 blocks on the straight grain, then turn them and trim the outer triangles.

Finally, they’re all set with sashing:



Experienced strip-piecing quilter?  Strips are 1.5” wide and here are all the instructions you probably need:

Step one:  Embroider name pieces and make 12 of these strips:

Step two: Make 24 of these combinations:

Step 3:  Make 24 of these:

 
and also cut strips for 24 pink squares

 



Need a little more instruction?  Here are the step-by step photos of how I made mine:



 

   
**Note:  I originally cut my squares to exactly 5” but in some cases, that wasn’t quite enough and little bits of 
raw edges of the pink showed where they met the sashing.  I later ripped those parts apart, and trimmed a 
little more.  If I could hit a rewind button, I’d put the ruler opposite of what you see here on the right, and trim 
¼” away from the brown points instead.** 



 
Obviously some pictures went missing here… it gets layered onto the backing and batting and quilted.  I quilted
in lines on the sashing and around the names.  
The outside is bound with a 1.25” wide bias strip. Trimming the corners a bit round will make it faster to sew or
miter the corners if you’d like it to stay a crisp rectangle.

 



If you are using lots of tiny scraps, you can use these templates instead of strip piecing as shown above



If you’re in need of a much faster/easier project, you could make your squares bigger, and just do a ninepatch
like this: 

No instructions are given for this quilt- it’s just an idea.  If you cut all your squares and sashing 2” wide and use
¼” seams, it should come out to roughly 16”x22”

You will need 48 brown squares, 60 tan squares, sashing as needed,
 plus backing, batting, and just over 2 yds of bias binding

As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this blog, you
may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d appreciate credit for the

pattern design.  If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com   You use this tutorial at your
own risk.  I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me!

Quarter inch seams allowed unless otherwise specified.

http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/

